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Responding To Anti-Pesticide Prohibition

NORAHG is the National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry.

Communities and businesses are being harmed by prohibitions against the use of pest control products in the urban landscape.

NORAHG morally represents the vast silent majority of people associated with turf and ornamental plant maintenance who are opposed to anti-pesticide prohibition and the closure or abandonment of green spaces under the ridiculous pretext of somehow « saving » the environment.

NORAHG is a national non-profit non-partisan organization that does not accept money from corporations or governments or trade associations, and represents no vested interests whatsoever.

NORAHG is dedicated to reporting the work of respected and highly rated experts who promote environmental realism and pesticide truths.
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Avoiding the Carnage of Prohibition

Across North America, government officials are no longer as easily misinformed and coerced into agreeing with anti-pesticide activists, and are no longer inclined to legislate prohibition.

Government officials are thinking twice before banning pesticides.

Government officials have observed that the basis for prohibition has been confusing and inconsistent.

Government officials have seen that prohibition is based upon ideological, politically-motivated decisions, and have played on people’s fears and lack of scientific knowledge.

Government officials now recognize that prohibitions are not based on science, but on a political agenda.

Moreover, government officials now understand that prohibiting pest control products is not beneficial for businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry.

Government officials now realize that not a single anti-pesticide activist has any recognized expertise, training or background in matters concerning pest control products.
Avoiding the Carnage of Prohibition (continued)

Government officials are thinking twice before banning pesticides for the following reasons —

Without pest control products, turf and ornamental pests are not controlled.

Without pest control products, communities live in pest-infested garbage dumps.

Without pest control products, children are not kept safe from dangerous playing surfaces.

Without pest control products, municipalities cannot afford to maintain their greens spaces in beautiful and safe condition.

Without pest control products, businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry are destroyed.

Without pest control products, government officials are liable for children being hurt on dangerous pest-infested playing surfaces.
Government officials are thinking twice before banning pesticides for the following reasons — (continued)

Without pest control products, government officials are liable for deaths caused by uncontrolled toxic noxious weeds.

Without pest control products, government officials are liable for losses inflicted upon businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry.
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**Failure of Organic Pesticide-Free Maintenance**

*Without pest control products, turf and ornamental pests are not controlled.*

With pest control products, there will be no failures to control damaging pest of turf and ornamental plants.

Government officials can learn a lot from the experience of those jurisdictions that have endured the dismal failures of green alternative pesticides and practices.

Green alternative products and practices do not work, and they do not control pests.

Organic pesticide-free maintenance is promoted by despicable activists with unverifiable success stories!

It is a dismal failure!

[FAILURE OF ORGANIC PESTICIDE-FREE MAINTENANCE - BAN FAILURES (Web-Page)](http://wp.me/P1jq40-3yl)
Failure of Organic Pesticide-Free Maintenance  
( continued )

Moreover, green alternative pesticides, as well as organic fertilizers, are often owned and distributed by the very same despicable activists who attempt to mis-inform and coerce government officials into legislating prohibition.

In fact, anti-pesticide prohibition is a sales strategy used to keep people from purchasing conventional products that are not sold and distributed by certain anti-pesticide organizations.

Unfortunately, organic pesticide-free maintenance is unable to provide adequate turf and playing conditions.

Organic pesticide-free maintenance leads to unbearable and destructive pest problems and disorders.

Moreover, organic pesticide-free maintenance is stunningly expensive and not economically viable.
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Failure of Organic Pesticide-Free Maintenance (continued)

FAILURE OF ORGANIC PESTICIDE-FREE MAINTENANCE - BAN FAILURES (Web-Page)

http://wp.me/P1jq40-3yl

CARNAGE LEADING TO GARBAGE DUMP GREEN SPACES - WHO WANTS TO LIVE IN PEST-INFESTED GARBAGE DUMPS ?!?! (Web-Page)

http://wp.me/P1jq40-44g

CARNAGE LEADING TO GARBAGE DUMP GREEN SPACES - PESTICIDE BANS HAVE NEVER MADE OUR GREEN SPACES LOOK SO UGLY (Photo Gallery)

http://wp.me/P1jq40-4z3

GREEN ALTERNATIVES ... BOGUS & DISMAL FAILURES (Web-Page)

http://wp.me/P1jq40-24g
Garbage Dump Green Spaces

Without pest control products, communities live in pest-infested garbage dumps.

There is little debate about the fact that anti-pesticide prohibition converts public and residential green spaces into shabbier and dangerous pest-infested garbage dumps.

Government officials can learn a lot from the experience of those jurisdictions that have lost their valued residential and public green spaces because of prohibition.

With pest control products, green spaces do not become garbage dumps.

Without pest control products, green spaces will turn into dangerous and pest infested garbage dumps.

Garbage dump green spaces represent a major threat to the safety of children and adults.
GARbage Dump Green Spaces
(continued)

CARNAGE LEADING TO GARBAGE DUMP GREEN SPACES (Web-Page)
http://wp.me/P1jq40-44g

CARNAGE LEADING TO GARBAGE DUMP GREEN SPACES (Photo Gallery)
http://wp.me/P1jq40-4z3
Dangerous Playing Surfaces

Without pest control products, children are not kept safe from dangerous playing surfaces.

Anti-pesticide prohibition leads to public and residential green spaces that become dangerous and pest-infested garbage dumps.

Without pest control products, children are at higher risk of suffering injuries with the creation of hazardous slipping and tripping conditions in sports turf.

Government officials are inclined to avoid being officially liable for all injuries.

With pest control products, children are kept safe from slipping and tripping injuries.

With pest control products, children will not be doomed with serious injuries.
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**Dangerous Playing Surfaces (continued)**

Without pest control products, playing surfaces become thin and yellow, and over-run with weeds and infested with insects, resulting in the dismal destruction of turf playing surfaces.

Without pest control products, children are at high risk of slipping and tripping and becoming seriously hurt.

Without pest control products, government officials become legally responsible for hazardous slipping and tripping conditions in sports turf that will threaten children with serious injuries.

Children need pest-free turf to avoid hurting themselves.

There are dozens of jurisdictions that have kept children safe by stopping or rescinding or limiting anti-pesticide prohibition, or by granting professional lawn care businesses with an exception status.
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Dangerous Playing Surfaces (continued)

The following jurisdiction have kept children safe —

- Alberta (Province)
- Altona (Manitoba)
- Ashland (Oregon)
- Beaumont (Alberta)
- British Columbia (Province)
- Calgary (Alberta)
- Campbell River (British Columbia)
- Chicago (Illinois)
- Durango (Colorado)
- Edmonton (Alberta)
- Everett (Washington)
- Guelph (Ontario)
- Guelph-Eramosa (Ontario)
- Kamloops (British Columbia)
- Kelowna (British Columbia)
- Merritt (British Columbia)
- New Brunswick (Province)
- Newfoundland & Labrador (Province)
- Port Alberni (British Columbia)
- Portage La Prairie (Manitoba)
- Quebec (Prohibition Invalidated When Lawsuit Defeated Ban)
- Regina (Saskatchewan)
- Rossland (British Columbia)
- Salmon Arm (British Columbia)
- Scarborough (Maine)
- Saint John’s (Newfoundland & Labrador)
- Steinbach (Manitoba)
- Vernon (British Columbia)
- Winkler (Manitoba).
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Dangerous Playing Surfaces (continued)

PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS - CHILDREN ARE NOT AT RISK FROM PESTICIDES - DANGEROUS PLAYING SURFACES ARE CREATED BY PESTICIDE BANS! (Web-Page)

http://wp.me/P1jq40-2ha

VICTORIES AGAINST PESTICIDE BANS! - REAL TRENDS AGAINST PESTICIDE BANS (Web-Page)

http://wp.me/P1jq40-1J0
Stunningly Exorbitant Costs

Without pest control products, municipalities cannot afford to maintain their greens spaces in beautiful and safe condition.

With pest control products, municipalities will not be forced to spend stunningly exorbitant amounts of money and resources.

Without pest control products, municipalities have been forced to spend stunning amounts of money annually, in the hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars in added maintenance costs.

Government officials can learn a lot from the experience of those municipalities that have endured the hardship and cost of this pesticide ban nonsense ?!?!

The question of anti-pesticide prohibition revolves less around health and environment concerns, and more around the sale of products and services that are sold at stunningly exorbitant costs.

Municipalities are not able to afford the stunningly expensive and ineffective green alternative pesticides and organic fertilizers.
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**Stunningly Exorbitant Costs (continued)**

Furthermore, municipalities are not able to afford the high cost of labour needed to manually remove millions of pests.

The carnage caused by stunningly exorbitant costs of anti-pesticide prohibitions across Canada is...  

*Up to 23 million dollars per year*

CARNAGE LEADING TO STUNNINGLY EXORBITANT COSTS OF MAINTENANCE FOR MUNICIPALITIES - WHO CAN AFFORD THIS BAN NONSENSE ?!?! (Web-Page)

http://wp.me/P1jq40-43V

FORCE OF NATURE - BRITISH COLUMBIA CONSPIRACY - LANGLEY - 2012 03 13 - LETTER TO THE EDITOR - PESTICIDE BANS - MUNICIPAL PESTICIDE BANS - THE HARDSHIP & COST OF THIS NONSENSE - LANGLEY, BRITISH COLUMBIA - RESPONSE


Examples of Stunningly Exorbitant Costs

There are several examples where anti-pesticide prohibition led to municipalities being forced to spend stunningly exorbitant amounts of money —

COQUITLAM, City of (British Columbia) — Pesticide Ban Costs $1,000,000 Over 10 Years


CORNWALL, City of (Ontario) — Pesticide Ban Costs $40,000 For Education Campaign


National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry (NORAHG)
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Examples of Stunningly Exorbitant Costs (continued)

DELTA (LADNER), City of (British Columbia) — Pesticide Ban Costs Lawn Bowling Club $400,000 Because Of The Installation Of Artificial/Synthetic/Plastic Turfgrass


DURANGO, City of (Colorado) — Pesticide Ban Will INCREASE Parks Maintenance Costs From $34,550 to $237,450 Annually, and Will INCREASE Natural Lands Maintenance Costs from $8,000 to $76,700 Annually


HAMILTON, City of (Ontario) — Pesticide Ban Costs $250,000 Extra


National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry (NORAHG)
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Examples of Stunningly Exorbitant Costs (continued)

KELOWNA, City of (British Columbia) — Pesticide Ban Costs $700,000 For The Maintenance Cost Of Fields


KINGSTON, City of (Ontario) — Pesticide Ban Necessitates Sports Fields Re-Sodded Every 3 Years


KITCHENER, City of (Ontario) — Pesticide Ban Costs Of Construction $5.0 Million — Weed Infestation Caused By Pesticide Ban Necessitated Two Soccer Field Conversions From Natural To Artificial
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Examples of Stunningly Exorbitant Costs (continued)

LANGLEY, City of (British Columbia) — Pesticide Ban Costs $60,000 Annually


LAWRENCE, City of (Kansas) — Pesticide Ban Costs $213,000 Dollars For Equipment, $116,000 Dollars Annually For Staff, and $95,000 Dollars Annually For Materials — An Extra $200,000 Per Year Is Required To Maintain Lawrence’s 52 Parks Without Pesticides


National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry (NORAHG)
Examples of Stunningly Exorbitant Costs (continued)

LINCOLN CITY (Oregon) — Pesticide Ban Costs 260 Staff Hours With People On Their Hands And Knees Weeding, Whereas Cost WITH PESTICIDES Was Only 60 Hours

LONDON, City of (Ontario) — Pesticide Ban Costs $1 Million Over Three Years — $300,000 Loss In Property Value — Thousands of Dead Ash Trees
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Examples of Stunningly Exorbitant Costs (continued)

MISSISSAUGA, City of (Ontario) — Pesticide Ban Necessitates Major Turf Renovations Of Sports Fields At A Cost Of $200,000 — Hard Surface Maintenance With Horticultural Vinegar Results In Incremental Cost Increase Of $50,000


OSHAWA, City of (Ontario) — Pesticide Ban Costs An Additional $400,000


PORT ALBERNI, City of (British Columbia) — Annual Cost Increase From $1,600 To $32,000 With Fiesta Herbicide


National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry (NORAHG)
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Examples of Stunningly Exorbitant Costs (continued)

PORTLAND, City of (Oregon) — Pesticide Ban Costs $3,621 In Annual Maintenance, and $9,455 In Start-Up Costs For Each New Park, Whereas Cost WITH PESTICIDES Was Only $371 Per Year For An Average Neighborhood Park


REVELSTOKE, City of (British Columbia) — The Cost Of Maintaining The City’s Sports Fields Was Expected To Increase To $45,000 From $25,000 If The City Continued To Use A Contractor, Or To $33,750 If The City Purchased Its Own Field Maintenance Equipment At A Cost Of About $80,000
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Examples of Stunningly Exorbitant Costs (continued)

RICHMOND, City of (British Columbia) — Annual Cost Of Pesticide Ban $210,000 — Financial Impact of Enhanced Pesticide Management Program Is $115,136 Which Covers Staff Salary, Enforcement, and Community Outreach

SURREY, City of (British Columbia) — Pesticide Ban Costs $1,000,000 Annually
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Examples Of Stunningly Exorbitant Costs (continued)

UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH (City of Guelph, Ontario) — Pesticide Ban Costs Of Construction $7.2 Million — Weed Infestation Caused By Pesticide Ban Necessitated Athletic Field Conversions From Natural To Artificial Turf


VERNON (DISTRICT OF COLDSTREAM), City of (British Columbia) — Resurfacing and New Shale Cost $3,000 — Baseball Diamond Cost $6,000 Per Week and Dragging $5,809 Per Week


National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry (NORAHG)
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Examples Of Stunningly Exorbitant Costs (continued)

WATERLOO, City of (Ontario) — Pesticide Ban Costs Of Construction $4.9 Million — Weed Infestation Caused By Pesticide Ban Necessitated Conversion From Natural To Artificial At RIM Park


National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry (NORAHG)
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Business Failures

Without pest control products, businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry are destroyed.

Because of anti-pesticide prohibition, provinces like Ontario now have a trail of catastrophic business losses with hundreds of small businesses destroyed and thousands of people out of work.

http://wp.me/P1jq40-238

PESTICIDE BANS ARE A FARCE (Report)

http://wp.me/p1jq40-4mS

The catastrophic business losses of the professional lawn care industry were extensive because there were no valid economical alternatives to replace the prohibited products.
Consequently, businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry were incapable of providing adequate weed and insect control, and were unable to keep their customers satisfied.

ANTI-PESTICIDE PROHIBITIONS DESTROYED THE BUSINESSES OPERATING IN THE PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE INDUSTRY IN ALL JURISDICTIONS ACROSS CANADA, INCLUDING BRITISH COLUMBIA, HALIFAX REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY, ONTARIO, AND QUEBEC.
Examples of Business Failures

British Columbia — Catastrophic Business Losses

Because of the imminent 2013-2014 provincial prohibition in British Columbia, all businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry have stagnated, and, because of local municipal prohibitions, many businesses have lost over 40 per cent of their customers.

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA - CONSPIRACY TO PROHIBIT PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS IN THE URBAN LANDSCAPE (Web-Page)
http://wp.me/P1jq40-1O6

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA - SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON COSMETIC PESTICIDES (Web-Page)
http://wp.me/P1jq40-2c2
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Examples of Business Failures (continued)

Halifax — Catastrophic Business Losses

By 2012, because of the 2000-2003 municipal prohibition in Halifax Regional Municipality, businesses lost over 50 per cent of their customers, and revenues plummeted by 40 per cent.

PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA & HALIFAX REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY - LAWN CARE BUSINESSES DESTROYED BY BANS (Web-Page)

http://wp.me/P1jq40-5uv

PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA - HALIFAX REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY - FIESTA HERBICIDE PROHIBITED - HISTORY OF ANTI-PESTICIDE PROHIBITION (Report)

Examples of Business Failures (continued)

Ontario — Catastrophic Business Losses

Because of the 2009 provincial prohibition in Ontario, businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry lost over $500,000,000 dollars, with up to 12,500 unemployed.

In Ontario, one-business-per-week disappears into total oblivion, and, by 2012, half the businesses closed their doors.
Examples of Business Failures (continued)

Ontario — Catastrophic Business Losses (continued)

On February 25th, 2009, M-REP Communications estimated the following catastrophic losses for businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry in Ontario because of the 2009 provincial prohibition —

The following is using the numbers from the OTRF’s 2008 Economic Profile of the Ontario Turfgrass Industry.

In Ontario if we see only two thirds of the losses experienced in HALIFAX (A 25 PER CENT REDUCTION) gross revenue loss would be around 315 MILLION DOLLARS, operational and wages would drop over 144 million dollars and the NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES WOULD BE REDUCED BY AT LEAST 5,250.

Based on the current trends caused by the uncertainty surrounding C-64 and the banning of the of the industries’ domestic market for goods and services the reduction will exceed 80 per cent.
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Examples of Business Failures (continued)

Ontario — Catastrophic Business Losses (continued)

This translates into 1-BILLION-DOLLAR IN LOSS REVENUE to the industry which will translate into A REDUCTION OF 461 MILLION DOLLARS NOT SPENT ON OPERATIONS AND EQUIPMENT due to the LOSS OF 16,800 JOBS.

We understand the Liberals in Ontario are in support of this.

CARNAGE - 2009 02 25 - BUSINESS FAILURES - 1 BILLION DOLLARS & 16,800 JOBS - M-REP - ONTARIO - 1 (Reference)


CARNAGE - 2009 02 25 - BUSINESS FAILURES - 1 BILLION DOLLARS & 16,800 JOBS - M-REP - ONTARIO - 2 (Reference)
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Examples of Business Failures (continued)

Quebec — Catastrophic Business Losses

Because of anti-pesticide prohibition in the province of Quebec, businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry were destroyed.

Because of the 2004-2006 provincial prohibition in Quebec, over 60 per cent of the businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry were annihilated, and hundreds of businesses disappeared into total oblivion.

Six years after prohibition, the remaining businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry in Quebec have lost up to 70 per cent of the business they once had.

It is incongruous to believe that jurisdictions like Ontario will not suffer the same fate by 2015, especially with greater restrictions than Quebec.
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Examples of Business Failures (continued)

Quebec — Catastrophic Business Losses (continued)

FORCE OF NATURE - CARNAGE - 2011 06 03 - BUSINESS FAILURE - MONTREAL, QUEBEC - PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE INDUSTRY IN QUEBEC LOST UP TO 70 PER CENT OF THE BUSINESS IT ONCE HAD (Report)


PROVINCE OF QUEBEC - VICTORY AGAINST PESTICIDE BANS - PERMITTED ACTIVE INGREDIENTS - HISTORY OF ANTI-PESTICIDE PROHIBITION (Report)


National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry (NORAHG)
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**Liability — Injuries To Children**

*Without pest control products, government officials are liable for children being hurt on dangerous pest-infested playing surfaces.*

Government officials fear being sued about playground conditions for children.

Government officials should also fear being sued for prohibiting pest control products required to maintain pest-free turf and to keep children safe.

Imposing prohibition means that government officials are willing to compromise on the safety of children who need a cushion of high-quality turf when playing and running and falling.

*Without pest control products, playing surfaces become thin, and yellow, and loaded with weeds, infested with insects, and totally dismal.***

*Without pest control products, playing surfaces become garbage dumps, and are a danger for children to play on.*
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Liability — Injuries To Children (continued)

FORCE OF NATURE - CARNAGE - 2011 07 20 - FEAR OF LITIGATION - CHILD-PROOF PLAYGROUNDS WORSE THAN NO FUN - NEW YORK (Reference)


FORCE OF NATURE - CARNAGE - FEAR OF LITIGATION - CARNAGE - NEW YORK CITY - FEAR OF PLAYGROUND LITIGATION (Report)
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Liability — Death

Without pest control products, government officials are liable for deaths caused by uncontrolled toxic noxious weeds.

Government officials should also fear being sued because pesticide bans kill people!

On June 28th, 2011, an Ontario resident did not realize that hand-weeding a toxic noxious weed on his property would contribute to his death.

This Ontario resident was ultimately doomed since the safest and most effective method of controlling toxic noxious weeds was arbitrarily and needlessly prohibited in Ontario.

Contact with this toxic noxious weed resulted in severe burns to his hands and arms, eventually forcing him to be hospitalized — ultimately, he died.

Unfortunately, the government of Ontario had imposed a lunatic anti-pesticide prohibition.

The death was Ontario’s fault!
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Liability — Death
( continued )

FORCE OF NATURE - CARNAGE - 2011 07 10 - DEATH & PROHIBITION - MAN DIES BECAUSE OF PROHIBITION - ONTARIO ( Report )
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Real Trends Against Pesticide Bans

When prohibition is imposed, government officials will have done so in defiance of the trends against pesticide bans.

Government officials have learned a lot from the experience of those jurisdictions that have suffered the hardship and cost and liability of this pesticide ban nonsense!

Government officials are thinking twice before banning pesticides.

Without pest control products, turf and ornamental pests are not controlled.

Without pest control products, communities live in pest-infested garbage dumps.

Without pest control products, children are not kept safe from dangerous playing surfaces.

Without pest control products, municipalities cannot afford to maintain their greens spaces in beautiful and safe condition.
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Real Trends Against Pesticide Bans (continued)

Without pest control products, businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry are destroyed.

Without pest control products, government officials are liable for children being hurt on dangerous pest-infested playing surfaces.

Without pest control products, government officials are liable for deaths caused by uncontrolled toxic noxious weeds.

Without pest control products, government officials are liable for losses inflicted upon businesses operating in the professional lawn care industry.
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Real Trends Against Pesticide Bans (continued)

There are dozens of jurisdictions that stopped or rescinded or limited or opposed anti-pesticide prohibition, or granted professional lawn care businesses with an exception status —

- Alberta (Province)
- Altona (Manitoba)
- Ashland (Oregon)
- Beaumont (Alberta)
- British Columbia (Province)
- Calgary (Alberta)
- Campbell River (British Columbia)
- Chicago (Illinois)
- Durango (Colorado)
- Edmonton (Alberta)
- Everett (Washington)
- Guelph (Ontario)
- Guelph-Eramosa (Ontario)
- Kamloops (British Columbia)
- Kelowna (British Columbia)
- Merritt (British Columbia)
- New Brunswick (Province)
- Newfoundland & Labrador (Province)
- Port Alberni (British Columbia)
- Portage La Prairie (Manitoba)
- Quebec (Prohibition Invalidated When Lawsuit Defeated Ban)
- Regina (Saskatchewan)
- Rossland (British Columbia)
- Salmon Arm (British Columbia)
- Scarborough (Maine)
- Saint John's (Newfoundland & Labrador)
- Steinbach (Manitoba)
- Vernon (British Columbia)
- Winkler (Manitoba).
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Real Trends Against Pesticide Bans (continued)

Provincial Trends Against Pesticide Bans

The only agency that truly has any recognized expertise, training or background in matters concerning pest control products are the hundreds of expert scientists at Health Canada.

Health Canada oversees the testing and approval of pest control products by using sound science in order to ensure that they are scientifically safe.

In Western Canada, government officials are now inclined to strongly support the use of science-based evidence when assessing pest control products.

Moreover, government officials are not inclined to create restrictions or laws that conflict with Health Canada.

Consequently, government officials are not inclined to prohibit any pest control product in their jurisdictions.
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**Real Trends Against Pesticide Bans (continued)**

For example, in 2011, the government of Alberta stopped the trend towards needless, senseless, and malicious prohibition.

PROVINCE OF ALBERTA - CONSPIRACY TO PROHIBIT PEST CONTROL PRODUCTS IN THE URBAN LANDSCAPE (Web-Page)

http://wp.me/P1jq40-2vo

More recently, British Columbia’s special committee on cosmetic pesticides announced that it will not recommend prohibition against the use of pest control products in the urban landscape.

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA - SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON COSMETIC PESTICIDES (Web-Page)

http://wp.me/P1jq40-2c2
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**Examples of Real Trends Against Pesticide Bans**

The following jurisdictions stopped or rescinded or limited or opposed anti-pesticide prohibition, or granted professional lawn care businesses with an exception status —

**ALBERTA, Province of** — Prohibition Stopped


**ALTONA, City of (Manitoba)** — Prohibition Opposed


**ASHLAND, City of (Oregon, USA)** — Prohibition Rescinded


National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry (NORAHG)
Examples of Real Trends Against Pesticide Bans

BEAUMONT, Town of ( Alberta ) — Prohibition Stopped


BRITISH COLUMBIA, Province of — Prohibition Stopped — Prohibition Not Recommended by Special Committee On Cosmetic Pesticides


CALGARY, City of ( Alberta ) — Prohibition Stopped


CAMPBELL RIVER, City of ( British Columbia ) — Prohibition Extinguished


National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry (NORAHG)
Examples of Real Trends Against Pesticide Bans (continued)

CHICAGO, City of (Illinois, USA) — Prohibition Rescinded


DURANGO, City of (Colorado, USA) — Prohibition Rejected


EDMONTON, City of (Alberta) — Prohibition Stopped


EVERETT, City of (Washington, USA) — Pesticide-Free Project Ended and Spraying Weeds Resumed


GUELPH, City of (Ontario) — Prohibition Reversed
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Examples of Real Trends Against Pesticide Bans (continued)

GUELPH-ERAMOSA, Township of (Ontario) — Roadside Spraying Resumed


KAMLOOPS, City of (British Columbia) — Prohibition Stopped — Professional Lawn Care Granted Exception Status


KELOWNA, City of (British Columbia) — Professional Lawn Care Granted Exception Status


MERRITT, Town of (British Columbia) — Prohibition Stopped


National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry (NORAHG)
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Examples of Real Trends Against Pesticide Bans (continued)

NEW BRUNSWICK (Province) — Prohibition Limited — Permitted Active Ingredients, Except 2,4-D — Professional Lawn Care Granted Exception Status


NEWFOUNDLAND (Province) — Roadside Spraying Resumed — Commercial Applicators Granted Exception Status


PORT ALBERNI, City of (British Columbia) — Prohibition Rescinded — City Council Nixes Pesticide Ban


Government Officials Are Thinking Twice Before Banning Pesticides


Examples of Real Trends Against Pesticide Bans (continued)

PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE, Rural Municipality of (Manitoba) — Opposed the Proposed Provincial Prohibition


QUEBEC, Province of — Permitted Active Ingredients — Prohibition Invalidated When Ban Defeated By Lawsuit


REGINA, City of (Saskatchewan) — Prohibition Stopped


ROSSLAND, City of (British Columbia) — Prohibition Delayed


National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry (NORAHG)
Government Officials Are Thinking Twice Before Banning Pesticides


Examples of Real Trends Against Pesticide Bans (continued)

SAINT JOHN’S (Newfoundland & Labrador) — Road-Side Weed Control Resumed


SALMON ARM, City of (British Columbia) — Prohibition Rescinded — Professional Lawn Care Granted Exception Status


SCARBOROUGH, Town of (Maine, USA) — Prohibition Rescinded


STEINBACH, City of (Manitoba) — Prohibition Opposed

http://pesticidetruths.com/2012/06/19/steinbach-opposes-pesticide-ban-local-news-steinbachonline-com/
Government Officials Are Thinking Twice Before Banning Pesticides


Examples of Real Trends Against Pesticide Bans (continued)

VERNON, City of (British Columbia) — Prohibition Stopped


WINKLER, City of (Manitoba) — Prohibition Opposed


WILLIAM H. GATHERCOLE AND NORAH G

NORAHG is the National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green space industry.

NORAHG morally represents the vast silent majority of people associated with turf and ornamental plant maintenance who are opposed to anti pesticide prohibition and the closure or abandonment of green spaces under the ridiculous pretext of somehow « saving » the environment.

NORAHG is a national non-profit non-partisan organization that does not accept money from corporations or governments or trade associations, and represents no vested interests whatsoever.

NORAHG is dedicated to reporting the work of respected and highly rated experts who promote environmental realism and pesticide truths.

NORAHG pledges to deliver reports that are worthy of peoples’ time and of peoples’ concern, reports that might ordinarily never have breached the parapet.

NORAHG was the brainchild of William H. Gathercole and his colleagues in 1991. Mr. Gathercole is now retired, although his name continues to appear as founder.

THE PESTICIDE TRUTHS WEB-SITE
http://pesticidetruths.com/

THE COMPLETE LIBRARY OF REPORTS & REFERENCES (Web-Page)
http://wp.me/P1jq40-2rr